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	 Permission and consent are one of  many limitations of  the Western Style Reiki practice. 
Some teachers emphasise clearly that you should not, and furthermore cannot, apply Reiki 
treatment to someone without consent or informed consent. 
	 On this matter I will try to clarify on the original position of  Reiki practice and on the 
reasons why this matter is approached in a very simple and uncomplicated way by japanese 
culture and original Reiki culture. 
	 Throughout this article we will look at hands-on Reiki treatment, distance healing and 
psychological approach with Reiki, always on the subject of  permission or consent. 
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Reiki Treatment - The mythology of  permission 

	 One of  the most asked questions in Seminars is the question of  permission by the client for 
treatment. This could be one reason a practitioner could feel limited in offering treatment. In my 
Seminars I cite Tadao Sensei in saying that the request for permission as a condition for treatment is 
probably a “inheritance from the capitalist individualist American culture”. So this is not a Reiki 
precondition for treatment and therefore not a reason not to give Reiki. If  a person needs treatment 
but is not “very into” energy healing practices we could do two different things. One the one hand, 
we could jut sit and talk with the person, carefully placing our hand (or hands) on their body (or 
injured part). One the second hand, if  this first approach is not possible, we could find a way use 
Enkaku Reiki. In summary, not having permission from a person to preform treatment, in principle, is 
not a reason to not administer treatment. 
	 Now I can go into the specific context of  preforming Sei Heki Chiryo (psychological Reiki 
treatment) on a person without permission. I can anticipate two major situations where this could 
come to be: lack of  permission due to explicit expression of  rejection of  treatment or lack of  
permission due to inability (mental or physical) to express consent or permission, eg. neurological 
diseases, physical impairments that compromise expression or speech, etc. 
	 In the first case, an explicit rejection, presumably I would use Sei Heki Chiryo and Enkaku Reiki 
techniques combined. I would need to know some specific information that are prerequisites for 
Enkaku Reiki and then apply Sei Heki Chiryo for a specific condition, mental state or disease that is 
incapacitating or bringing suffering to that specific person. 
	 In the second case, inability (mental or physical) to express consent, I would first just try to 
gather the best information, clinically and diagnostically, about the condition, mental state or disease 
that is incapacitating or bringing suffering to that specific person. Then I would use that 
information, summarise it into a word (or short expression), preferably in the person’s native tongue, 
and apply Sei Heki Chiryo. 
	 In summary, not having permission from a person to preform treatment, in principle, is not a 
reason to not administer treatment. Jikiden Reiki philosophy informs practitioners on being creative 
and respectful but also to give Reiki whenever possible.
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